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December 26, 2011

To: BMC CAM Editors
From: Cheryl Ritenbaugh
Re: Final Revisions to MS. ID 1419430714613815

Below please find the detailed list of changes to be made and our responses IN CAPS. Thank you for your help.

Major revisions (we require the author to make these changes)

Author list: the list of authors in the manuscript should be written exactly as they are in the submission system, both in style and order. The preferred style is 'First name Initial Last name' (e.g. Joe F Bloggs)  DONE

References: reference 59, Submitted/ unpublished. Articles that have not been accepted for publication should not be cited in the reference list, unless they are publicly available as a pre-print. Instead, please refer to them in the text in the following way: (Authors: Title of manuscript, submitted).  THIS HAS NOT BEEN CHANGED SINCE THE MANUSCRIPT REFERRED TO HERE (MS 1400113116613839) WAS SUBMITTED SIMULTANEOUSLY, HAS BEEN ACCEPTED, AND THE REVISED VERSION IS NOW ALSO UPLOADED. WE REQUEST THAT THE EDITORIAL STAFF CHANGE THIS CITATION TO REFLECT THAT IT IS PUBLISHED. THE OTHER PUBLICATION SIMILARLY CROSS-REFERENCES THIS ONE.

Tables: All tables must be placed in multiple columns and rows  I DID NOT UNDERSTAND THAT THERE WERE PROBLEMS IN THIS REGARD. ALL TABLES APPEAR TO HAVE MULTIPLE COLUMNS AND ROWS.

Minor revisions (we can make these changes for you, although it will speed up publication of your manuscript if you do them while making the major changes above)

Affiliations: Please remember to include the country in the affiliation details  DONE

Tables: please remove the visible vertical lines from your tables  DONE

Tables: Please remove the tables' titles and legends from within the table cells. Place the titles above and the legends below their respective tables  DONE

Typography: Please take this opportunity to check your manuscript for any typographical errors and to make any final corrections or revisions. This is the final proofing stage for your manuscript, and you will not be able to make any changes after acceptance.  DONE